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It's not just about the miles you travel, but the life experiences in those miles. Every turn of the odometer captures the time spent getting to the places and people that matter most. And with available seven-passenger seating, there's room for everyone. From the daily commute to back-road adventures, Journey tackles your travels with an interior that's a master of storage, offers an amazing degree of versatility and welcomes you with technology and comfort. The power to explore comes from available all-wheel drive (AWD) and engine options that are as efficient as they are capable. This is the ultimate combination of form and function. This is Dodge Journey. // Most versatile crossover in its class(1) // Fastest-growing mid-size crossover with available seven-passenger seating(2) // Available all-wheel drive (AWD) // New Crossroad model with 19-inch Hyper Black aluminum wheels and leather-trimmed Sport seats // Best-in-class(3) storage system // Invaluable in-seat and dual in-floor storage // Available class-exclusive(3) second-row integrated child booster seats(3) // Largest available touchscreen media center in its class(3)

*A note about this brochure: all disclaimers and disclosures can be found on the back cover.
ONLY IN A JOURNEY

The best stories in life involve a plot twist no one saw coming. That same exhilarating feeling is woven through Journey’s DNA. Look once and you’ll instantly recognize its split-crosshair honeycomb grille and jeweled wraparound headlamps that make it perfectly suited for city streets.

R/T models earn their badge with 19-inch Satin Carbon aluminum wheels, monochromatic exterior appearance, dual exhaust with bright tips, Sport suspension and steering, and 283 horses. With the next glance, Journey’s muscular presence, rear hatch, and available fog lamps and LED taillamps will tell you that it’s ready for adventures that take you down the road less traveled.

The new Journey Crossroad is set apart by a bold, rugged exterior featuring a new front and rear fascia with Platinum Chrome accents, distinctive 19-inch Hyper Black aluminum wheels, and a Gloss Black grille and fog lamp bezels. Both equally head-turning trim levels are available with on-demand all-wheel drive (AWD).
designed to do everything but compromise. Especially when it comes to the comfort of its passengers. With flexible five- or seven-passenger seating, second-row reclining 60/40 split-folding seatbacks and inventive storage everywhere, Journey easily has enough room for everyone and their gear. Third-row access is easy, thanks to 90-degree rear-door openings and available Tilt 'n Slide™ second-row seats. Standard features like stadium seating, Dual-Zone Temperature Control and soft-touch surfaces give you even more reasons to relax and enjoy the ride. Equip Journey with a 10-way power driver’s seat including four-way power lumbar adjust, heated front seats and a full-circumference heated steering wheel for a greater sense of luxury. If traveling without entertainment isn’t an option, the center floor console features 12-volt power outlets, a remote USB port, an auxiliary audio input and out-of-view storage. The available 115-volt/150-watt two-prong outlet powers portable game devices or audio hookups. Second- and third-row passengers will enjoy the available Rear DVD Entertainment System that features a nine-inch screen, premium speakers, two sets of wireless headphones and a remote control.

journey limited’s standard premium capri leather-trimmed interior shown in pearl with tangerine accent stitching.
Welcome to a cockpit that combines contemporary with comfortable, sporty with style, and technology that makes life easier and the drive more entertaining.

The experience starts with Keyless Enter 'n Go.® When the key fob is with you, the doors unlock with a simple touch of the door handle. The engine awakens with a press of the brake pedal and a push of the dash-mounted start button.

CRANK THE MUSIC, MAKE A PHONE CALL, GET DIRECTIONS /// Engineered with technology, available Uconnect® offerings deliver a range of communication and entertainment services directly to your Journey. From music to travel destination, there is a host of available convenient, must-have, user-friendly options to choose from. The world is yours to control either through the touchscreen, available Voice Command® or steering wheel-mounted controls. SiriusXM® Traffic® is included at no extra charge for five years and provides real-time traffic information, gas prices, sports scores and more on the go.

The touchscreen — up to an available largest-in-class 8.4 inches — features easy-to-navigate icons for radio and SiriusXM Satellite Radio® controls, personal devices such as an iPod® or smartphone, climate controls and available navigation and Bluetooth® compatible phones. Bring along your own tunes via remote USB port with an iPod mobile device control or Bluetooth Wireless Streaming. The USB port can also charge your compatible devices. Available hands-free calling® can be operated through steering wheel-mounted controls or the touchscreen. It’s technology like this that makes Journey the ultimate mobile device.

LARGEST AVAILABLE TOUCHSCREEN IN ITS CLASS®

Journey Crossroad shown with Capri leather trim in Black with Sport mesh inserts and Light Gray accent stitching.
Properly secure all cargo.
TODAY YOU AND YOUR SIX CLOSEST FRIENDS WILL CELEBRATE IN THE CITY.

TOMORROW YOU’LL PACK UP THE FAMILY AND THEIR GEAR FOR A WEEKEND AWAY.

WHO AND WHAT YOU NEED TO TAKE CHANGES DAILY. BUT THE ONE CONSTANT IS JOURNEY, THE MOST VERSATILE CROSSOVER IN ITS CLASS[1]

CARGO AREA ///// A standard hidden storage bin and access door to the tool and jack compartment are located behind the rear seat. When hauling gear is the priority, simply fold down the second- and available third-row seats for up to 67.6 cu ft of cargo capacity. Five-passenger models feature a tri-fold load floor with in-floor storage bin.

DUAL IN-FLOOR STORAGE ///// The second-row floor provides even more clever storage. Two in-floor storage bins with latching lids can each hold up to a dozen 12-oz cans, plus ice. For added convenience, these bins have removable, washable liners so they’re a snap to clean, and make the perfect tailgating accessory.

FLIP ’N STOW[8] ///// Standard on SXT Plus, Crossroad, Limited and R/T and available on SE, this fold-flat front-passenger seat flips forward to reveal a bin ideal for concealing a camera or tablet.

CENTER FLOOR CONSOLE ///// This deep, easy-to-access floor console features cup holders, 12-volt outlets, remote USB port, auxiliary audio input, out-of-view storage and available 115-volt/150-watt two-prong power outlet.

STORAGE POCKETS ///// Found on all four passenger doors, molded storage pockets give you more places to stash your travel items, as well as 20-oz drink containers and more.


REAR CUP HOLDERS ///// Cup holders conveniently located on the rear quarter panel accommodate 20-oz drinks or juice boxes. Two more cup holders can be found in the second-row fold-down armrest.
Journey Limited shown with Oppo leather trim in Tan with Black accent stitching. Properly secure all cargo.
Journey’s confident swagger comes from its advanced automotive engine technology and the sure-footedness of available all-wheel drive (AWD). Without having to choose between performance and efficiency, Journey helps you make the most out of your travels.

Journey offers two different but equally impressive powertrains. It starts with a responsive 2.4-liter DOHC 16-valve dual Variable Valve Timing (VVT) engine that releases 173 horses and 26 mpg highway. * If a bigger performance boost is what you crave, step up to the available award-winning 3.6-liter DOHC Pentastar® VVT V6 engine. This powerplant is mated to a smooth-shifting six-speed automatic and delivers 293 horsepower—an impressive 25 mpg highway† and allows you to travel over 500 miles on a single tank of gas.

Sometimes getting away from it all means taking a lot with you. Whether you’re towing a boat or an ATV or hauling camping gear, Journey’s measured muscle easily handles 2,500 lb when properly equipped. Standard Trailer Sway Control helps maintain control of the load being pulled.

Tackle Mother Nature’s handiwork with available AWD capability. The system makes it easier to drive on snowy, wet or ice-laden roads. When the system senses wheel slippage, it immediately responds with a transfer of power to the rear wheels for a very noticeable uptick in driving performance.

ALL-NEW JOURNEY CROSSROAD // The newest member of the Journey lineup is ready to stretch boundaries and grasp new experiences with a bold, rugged exterior and available AWD. Journey Crossroad is outfitted with 19-inch Hyper Black aluminum wheels, Platinum Chrome accents, and a unique front fascia with a Gloss Black grille and fog lamp surrounds and dark-tinted headlamps. Retreat inside to an atmosphere of soft-touch surfaces, leather-trimmed seats with Sport mesh inserts and interior finishes like Liquid Graphite instrument panel bezels designed to keep you pampered along the way. Built to escape the ordinary, Journey Crossroad is ready to conquer new horizons.
ANTILOCK BRAKE SYSTEM (ABS)

Standard four-wheel antilock disc brakes sense and prevent wheel lockup, offering improved steering control under extreme braking and/or slippery conditions.

ELECTRONIC STABILITY CONTROL (ESC)

When road conditions are not at their best, ESC helps the driver maintain vehicle directional stability and limits oversteering or understeering. ESC includes All-Speed Traction Control, Electronic Roll Mitigation (ERM) and Trailer Sway Control.

ALL-WHEEL DRIVE (AWD)

An available system that automatically detects wheel-slip and sends additional power to the wheels with the most traction.

TIRE PRESSURE MONITORING SYSTEM

A warning system in the instrument cluster alerts the driver with “high” or “low” displays for individual tire pressures.

PARKVIEW® REAR BACK-UP CAMERA

This available system displays an accurate visual reference of what is behind your vehicle when you are in Reverse.

PARKSENSE® REAR PARK ASSIST

When in Reverse, these available sensors detect the presence of objects in the backup pathway and provide an audible and visual warning.

TRAILER SWAY CONTROL (TSC)

This system helps maintain control of the load being pulled. Standard.

SEVEN STANDARD AIR BAGS

In the unfortunate event of a collision, Journey’s air bags offer protection in all rows of seating. Air bags include: multistage driver and front-passenger air bags, supplemental side-curtain air bags for all rows, a driver inflatable knee bolster air bag, and supplemental driver- and front-passenger-seat side-mounted air bags.
POWERTRAIN
• 2.4L 173-horsepower I4 DOHC 16V Dual Variable Valve Timing (VVT) with 4-speed automatic
• 3.6L 283-horsepower Pentastar® V6 24V VVT with 6-speed automatic

SELECT STANDARD EQUIPMENT OVER XRT
• 17-inch Tech Silver aluminum wheels
• Fog lights
• Unique front and rear fascias with Platinum Chrome accents
• Black door handles and windshield wipers
• Gloss Black grille and fog lamp bezels
• Platinum Chrome rear fascia
• Exterior mirrors with Platinum Chrome accents

SELECT STANDARD EQUIPMENT OVER SXT PLUS
• 10-inch Black aluminum wheels
• Leather-trimmed seats with Sport seat inserts
• Unique front and rear fascias with Platinum Chrome accents
• Black door handles and windshield wipers
• Gloss Black grille and fog lamp bezels
• Platinum Chrome rear fascia
• Exterior mirrors with Platinum Chrome accents

SELECT STANDARD EQUIPMENT OVER XRT PLATINUM
• 19-inch Satin Carbon aluminum wheels
• Leather-trimmed seats
• Uconnect® 8.4 system with 8.4-inch touchscreen and 6 speakers
• LED taillamps
• All-wheel drive (AWD)
• Mopar® All-Weather Group
• Trailer Tow Prep Group
• Rear-seat Video Group
• Driver Convenience Group
• Leather-trimmed seats with perforated inserts and Red accent stitching
• Body-color door handles
• Body-color grille
• 19-inch Satin Carbon aluminum wheels
• 3.6L 283-horsepower Pentastar® V6 24V VVT with 6-speed automatic

SELECT STANDARD EQUIPMENT OVER SE
• 19-inch Tech Silver cast aluminum wheels
• 3.6L 283-horsepower Pentastar® V6 24V VVT with 6-speed automatic
• Uconnect® 4 system with 8.4-inch touchscreen and 6 speakers
• LED taillamps
• All-wheel drive (AWD)
• Mopar® All-Weather Group
• Trailer Tow Prep Group
• Rear-seat Video Group
• Driver Convenience Group
• Leather-trimmed seats with perforated inserts and Red accent stitching
• Body-color door handles
• Body-color grille
• 19-inch Satin Carbon aluminum wheels
• 3.6L 283-horsepower Pentastar® V6 24V VVT with 6-speed automatic

POWERTRAIN
• 2.4L 173-horsepower I4 DOHC 16V Dual Variable Valve Timing (VVT) with 4-speed automatic
• 3.6L 283-horsepower Pentastar® V6 24V VVT with 6-speed automatic

SELECT STANDARD EQUIPMENT OVER SE
• 17-inch Tech Silver aluminum wheels
• Fog lights
• Unique front and rear fascias with Platinum Chrome accents
• Front and rear floor mats

SELECT SXT PLUS EQUIPMENT OVER XRT
• 19-inch Tech Silver aluminum wheels
• Stowable Voice Command® with Bluetooth
• Uconnect® Voice Command with Bluetooth
• Black side roof rails
• 17-inch aluminum wheels (SE AWD)

SELECT SXT PLUS EQUIPMENT OVER SXT
• 19-inch Tech Silver aluminum wheels
• Stowable Voice Command® with Bluetooth
• Uconnect® Voice Command with Bluetooth
• Black side roof rails
• 17-inch aluminum wheels (SE AWD)

SELECT SXT EQUIPMENT OVER SXT PLATINUM
• 19-inch Tech Silver aluminum wheels
• Stowable Voice Command® with Bluetooth
• Uconnect® Voice Command with Bluetooth
• Black side roof rails
• 17-inch aluminum wheels (SE AWD)
17-INCH WHEEL COVER (STANDARD ON AVP AND SE)
17-INCH ALUMINUM (STANDARD ON SE AWD; OPTIONAL ON SE)
17-INCH TECH SILVER ALUMINUM (STANDARD ON SXT)
19-INCH GLOSS BLACK ALUMINUM (INCLUDED IN BLACKTOP PACKAGE ON SXT PLUS)
19-INCH HYPER BLACK ALUMINUM (STANDARD ON CROSSROAD)
19-INCH TECH SILVER ALUMINUM (STANDARD ON LIMITED; OPTIONAL ON SXT)
19-INCH CHROME-CLAD ALUMINUM (OPTIONAL ON LIMITED)
19-INCH SATIN CARBON ALUMINUM (STANDARD ON R/T)
INTERIOR: CHOICES

1. Strobe/Sedoso cloth in Black – standard on AVP, SE, SXT and SXT Plus
2. Strobe/Sedoso cloth in Light Frost Beige – standard on AVP, SE, SXT and SXT Plus
3. Capri leather trim in Black with Light Slate Gray accent stitching – standard on Limited; optional on SXT Plus and Crossroad
4. Capri leather trim in Pearl with Tangerine accent stitching – standard on Limited
5. Capri leather trim in Tan with Black accent stitching – standard on Limited; optional on SXT Plus
6. Capri leather trim in Black with Sport mesh inserts and Light Gray accent stitching – standard on Crossroad
7. Capri leather trim in Black with perforated inserts and Red accent stitching – standard on R/T
COLOR CHOICES

- FATHOM BLUE PEARL
- GRANITE CRYSTAL METALLIC
- REDLINE RED 2 COAT PEARL
- BILLET SILVER METALLIC
- PITCH BLACK
- WHITE
- PEARL WHITE TRI-COAT
- BLUE STREAK PEARL
We’ve been making cars for 100 years. We started with two brothers. They tinkered, experimented and sweated the details. They had energy and conviction that were impossible to ignore. They set the standards for us and for those who come after us.

Dodge means doing things for a reason and being proud of the things we do. We want people to actually use their car for what the car is built to do. We think the car has been commoditized and that America’s drivers have been abandoned. We want to bring back America’s passion for driving. We will do this one Dodge at a time. This is what it means to be “Born Dodge.”
Based on latest available competitive information and the Ward's Middle Cross/Utility vehicle segment. Excludes other vehicles built by Chrysler Group LLC.

Based on IDR combined Mid-size Crossover and Mid-size Sport Utility vehicles (comparing CYTD).

For children 48 – 85 lb and up to 4'9."

Requires a mobile phone equipped with the Bluetooth ... UconnectPhone.com for system and device compatibility.


All fees and programming subject to change. © 2014 SiriusXM Radio Inc. Sirius, XM and all related marks and logos are trademarks of SiriusXM Radio Inc.

No system, no matter how sophisticated, can repeal the laws of physics or overcome careless driving actions. Performance is limited by available traction, which varies on wet and other loose surfaces and conditions. Always be aware of other vehicles and adapt your driving behavior accordingly. Always use the vehicle electronics as intended by the manufacturer for your safety and the safety of others. Always sit in a manner that will not restrict your ability to use the air bags properly, for example, do not sit too far forward or too far back. Always wear your lap and shoulder belts properly and ensure that your seat is adjusted correctly for your size and the driving conditions. Always be aware of your surroundings, electronic displays are not a substitute for conscientious driving; always be aware of your surroundings. The Advanced Front Air Bags in this vehicle are certified to the new U.S. federal regulations for advanced air bags. Children 12 years old and younger should always be secured in the rear seat. Infants in rear-facing child restraints should never ride in the front seat of a vehicle with a passenger front air bag. All systems and services are not available in all locations and features of individual systems will vary. Images within are for representative purposes only and are not real products. For actual images of real products, consult the vehicle manufacturer. SiriusXM is not responsible for any errors or inaccuracies in the SiriusXM Travel Link services or their use. Our satellite service is available only to those at least 18 and older in the U.S., Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin Islands and DC. Our Sirius satellite service is also available in PR (with coverage limitations). Our Internet radio service is available throughout our satellite service area and in AK and HI. 

Transferable. See dealer for complete details and a copy of the 5-Year/100,000-Mile Powertrain Limited Warranty.

About this catalog:

Since the time of printing, some of the information you’ll find in this catalog may have been updated. Ask your dealer for details. Some of the equipment shown or described throughout this catalog may be available at extra cost. Specifications, descriptions, illustrative materials and all competitive comparisons contained herein are as accurate as known at the time this publication was approved for printing. Chrysler Group LLC reserves the right to discontinue models at any time or to change specifications without notice or incurring obligation. Some options may be required in combination with other options. For the price of the model with the equipment you desire, or verification of specifications contained here, see your Dodge dealer.